
Sketches from the Heart of a 
Texas Artist

The 2017 Curated Collection

Fine Art and Style for your 
Adventurous Heart™



Belizean Palm Breeze
salt-scrubbed watercolor on paper

21” x 28”
$1200



I curated this collection of sculptural jewelry to inspire you to create your own 
hero’s journey and live with an adventurous heart.  Each piece of jewelry is a 
unique work of art, hand crafted at Mpulse Studio Headquarters: the Adventurous 
Heart Bungalow.  Using 14K goldfill, a combination of precious and semi precious 
stones, each piece serves as an illustration for my novel, Sketches from the Heart 
of a Texas Artist: the Story of Mona Lamar.  This novel tells a story of a woman on 
an odyssey toward wholeness in the wake of pain.  It brings to life the journey we 
all embark upon as we choose to live in light as unique, empowered individuals.

This catalog showcases my Exclusive 2017 Trunk Show Collection.  I’ve included 
images of my watercolors that illustrate my novel as well as excerpts to offer you a 
glimpse into the Story of Mona Lamar.  My hope is that this collection will awaken 
your soul and inspire you to live with purpose and passion.

From my adventurous heart to yours,

xoxo



The Signature Collection

Signature Chain Earrings
$50

Signature Bracelet
$70

This collection illustrates an inherent beauty that can be found in light.  This simple, delicate golden chain gently 
rests against your skin and subtly sparkles as light shines upon it.  Adorned with Mpulse Studio’s Signature Logo 
disk, this collection symbolizes the most prevalent theme in the novel, Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist: 

the significance of living in light.



Signature Bracelet
$70

Signature Front Clasp Necklace
$90

Signature 
Barely There Ring

$50



Wild Hearts Can’t be Broken 
Collection

Georgia O’Keeffe’s 
Texas Sun Necklace

$120

This collection illustrates raw strength and empowerment.  This illustrates we women, tough as nails, unafraid to 
stand up to our darkest shadows.  It represents the part of our soul that intuitively drives us past our fears and into 

a place of powerful grace.



Dallas to South Padre Island
salt-scrubbed watercolor on paper

10” x 10” Giclee Print
$90



Ombre Rough 
Rock Necklace

Rough Diamonds on a 
14K Goldfill Chain

$160

I kept my nickel-plated Smith and Wesson tucked away in my Louis 
Vuitton messenger bag… next to my sketchbook.  It was a hot day in 
the wild wild west Dallas Design District.  I stood outside a gallery 
door, staring down an empty street.  A pair of vultures rode lazy 
thermals against a blue-domed sky.

-Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist
The Chapter when Mona Meets the Shadow



Bodark Bangle
Hand Turned Texas Bodark Wood

by James Chance for Mpulse Studio
$60

Heather Bracelet
Snake skin Embossed Leather Cuff

$75



Pecan Bangle
Hand Turned Pecan Bangle

by James Chance for MPulse Studio
$75



The Traveler Collection
The Caribbean Sea possesses a tranquil quality that evokes senses of calmness and serenity that outshines even our most 
anxious moments.  While the sea can brew frightening tempests, it is the quiet calm that we’re gifted with after the storm 

that this collection represents.

Caribbean Reef Decollete Beads
Coral, Pearl, Citrine, Sapphire, Mother of Pearl, and 

Glass Beads on a 14K Goldfill Chain
$175

The Vibrant Caribbean
salt-scrubbed watercolor on paper

21” x 28”
$1200



Sand and Sun 
Decollete Beads

Pearl, Coral, Citrine, Hematite 
and Glass Beads on a 

14K Goldfill Chain
$175 Sand and Sun 

Duster Earrings
Pearl, Coral, Citrine, Hema-

tite and Glass Beads on a 
14K Goldfill Chain

$90

Nautical Bohemia 
Necklace

Pearl and Coral on a 
14K Goldfill Chain

$125

As I approached the end of the causeway, my 
windshield began to fog from the salt spray.  I 
rolled down my window and breathed it in.  I had 
entered a new world, one of waves and tides and 
endlessness.

-Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist
The Chapter when Mona Arrives on the 
Island



Belizean Map
salt-scrubbed watercolor on paper

9.5” x 13”
$600



Golden Rope Necklace 
14K Hand-forged Goldfill Rope with

14K Goldfill Chain
$95

Golden Rope Bangle 
14K Hand-forged Goldfill Rope 

$75



Tribal Vibrations Beaded Collar Necklace
Jade, Sandcast, Coral, Citrine, Glass, Quartz on a 14K Goldfill Chain

$250

I stepped off the boat and ventured down the pier.  A man sat at 
the end, whittling what looked like some kind of Mayan figurine.  
He was tan and sinewy.  Head shaven, he had handsome, chis-
eled features…  A soft earthy scent lingered in his skin as the island 
breeze swept sprays of salt water across our bodies.  He gently 
kissed on the top of my head and pulled me closer.

-Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist
The Chapter when Mona Falls in Love

The Mayan Connection
Inherent beauty arises from the act of surrender.  We often try to control too many aspects of our lives.  This collection not 
only uses the Belizean rainforest as a metaphor for our connection with God, it illustrates the feelings of passion and bliss 

that can be found when we’re least expecting them.



Tribal Vibrations 
Earrings

Jade, Sandcast, Coral, Citrine, 
Glass, Quartz

$50

Maya 
Necklace

Jade and Brass on a 14K 
Goldfill Chain

$140Maya 
Earrings

Jade and Hand-forged 
Brass
$140



The New Orleans Spirit 
Collection

This mystical collection tells the story of our spirit that exists somewhere between the past, present, and 
future, hidden within the moonlit cast shadows of the New Orleans French Quarter.  It paints a magical 
imagery of a soul renewed and filled with love and understanding that, even in the presence of our darkest 

shadows, we’re never alone.  As we accept our faith, we’ll never be forsaken.



The Soul Chain
14K Hand Forged Goldfill Hearts on a 

14K Goldfill Chain
$165



Rough Royals Amethyst Necklace
Amethyst and Pineapple Quartz on a 14K Goldfill Chain

$95

Standing at the corner of Decatur and Esplande, my head began to spin.  The setting sun 
cast fleur de lis shaped shadows as it poured through the cast iron balconies of the Quarter.  
But even as the sun fell closer to the horizon, the hot, damp, New Orleans air continued to 
permeate my soul.  I pressed my Louis Vuitton messenger bag close against my body with 
one hand and clutched my plastic cup of wine with the other, then started weaving through 
the dense streets as I made my way toward a glimmer of comfort.  I closed my eyes and 
heard the deep, booming melodies of a brass band a few street over.  I was getting closer.

Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist
The Chapter when Mona Returns



Rough Royals 
Emerald 

Barely There 
Ring

Emerald on a 14K Goldfill 
Chain

$50

Rough Royals Emerald 
Bracelet

Emerald on a 14K Goldfill Chain
$95

Mardi Gras
salt-scrubbed watercolor and Beads on paper

9” x 12”
$600



I took a deep breath and accepted all of the beauty 
that surrounded me.  As I approached the summit, 
I looked out upon the Texas hill country.  I was as 
close to the heavens as I could be.

Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist
-The Chapter when Mona Reaches the 
Summit

The Spirit Song Necklace
Turquoise and Feldspar with Tassels

$90

The Enchanted Heart 
Collection

Atop a pink granite dome that majestically adorns the landscape of the Texas Hill country, this collection illustrates the 
mysterious spirit world of Enchanted Rock.  This collection represents the apex of our journey, the moment when we know 
we’ve conquered the fears that lie in our shadows and gives us the strength to approach each summit of our lives with a 

confidence greater than we could ever image.



Topographic Map of Enchanted Rock
salt-scrubbed watercolor and Beads on paper

14” x 88”
$700



Enchanted Glass 
Tassel Earring

Enchanted Glass 
Front Clasp Tassel 

Necklace

Glass Beads with Tassels
$50

Glass Beads with Tassel
$70

Enchanted Glass 
Tassel Wrap  Necklace

Glass Beads with Tassel
$70



With this necklace near our hearts, we can run our fingers along the delicate gold letters that spell 
L-O-V-E and know that no matter where we are, mentally or physically, we are loved. With each pur-

chase of this necklace, a LOVE necklace is donated to a woman who is accepting care from the Genesis 
Women's Shelter so that she may have this reminder that she is loved.

The Love Necklace
$125



Mpulse Studio is a creative platform to inspire women to create their own hero's journey and live 
with an adventurous heart.  In the wake of sexual abuse, author and artist, Margaret Elizabeth 
Hulse began writing her first novel, Sketches from the Heart of a Texas Artist, as a cathartic 
exercise to help her move through the pain.  Her novel quickly became an illustration of the 
journey we're all faced to explore after we've endured a traumatic event.  

As a painter, writer, and jewelry designer, Margaret Elizabeth uses her creative trifecta to em-
power women and inspire them to venture out from their shadows into a place of strength and 
beauty.
Just as her stories are set between Texas, the Caribbean, and New Orleans, her body, mind, and 
spirit exist in these places as well.

As her creative mentor, Georgia O'Keeffe, was drawn to the desert in New Mexico, Margaret 
Elizabeth finds beauty in the endless turquoise waters of the Caribbean, the vast landscape and 
vegetation that makes Texas so alluring and the rich images of the French Quarter, fused with 
the mossy swamp lands of the Atchafalaya Basin.  From the stories hidden in the depths of these 
settings, she has committed her creative vision to passionately share truths that can be connect-
ed to universally.

Margaret Elizabeth is committed to working within the community to serve and empower wom-
en.  Mpulse Studio currently collaborates with Genesis Women's Shelter through her "LOVE 
Connection" campaign, which provides inspired pieces of jewelry to women receiving the 
shelter's care.

About the Designer



Customer Satisfaction Guarantee
Mpulse Studio strives to ensure customer satisfaction.  We use 14k goldfill 

and precious and semi precious stones and minerals.  Let’s face it, sometimes 
things break.  If you ever have any problems with your jewelry, Mpulse Studio 

will repair or replace any damaged pieces.

What is Goldfill?
Goldfill has a thick sheet of gold applied to a base metal, 50 to 100,000 times 
thicker than gold plating, and in order for something to be considered Gold 
Filled, it must have a gold content of at least 1/20th the total weight of the 

item.

How to Care for Goldfill Jewelry
Use only warm water and a mild soap-based detergent to clean your jewelry. 
Soak your jewelry pieces for no more than a minute in the water. If you have 
to scrub, use a soft baby toothbrush and be gentle. Never use tissue or any 

other paper-based material to clean the pieces.

@mpulsestudio



www.mpulsestudio.com


